The Dalbesio family House is one of the many cases in which the plaster removal has confirmed the late medieval framework of the porticoed façade overlooking Via Roma.

Above the wide pointed arch, the façade features the succession of two levels which are marked by string course mouldings having different shape and decoration. Originally the lower string course was made of slightly-pointed blind arches surmounted by high-relief mouldings, which were both continuous and decorated. The upper string course consisted of a simple lozenge fillet bordered with two smooth mouldings. The four single-lancet windows, now plugged, stand out from the stuccoed background; in particular, the windows on the first floor are surmounted by a brick double arched lintel, separated by lozenge decorations. The recent restoration has also unearthed an example of crenellated crowning having a plain and restrained shape, and a false window placed below it.